Youth and water

Karuna Thapa
Member, NYG
SchEMS
Groups of students from diverse field, Environment management, community development, fine arts, health and forestry.

Currently 25 actively participating members in NYG
Our Objectives

- Youth Empowerment through exposure
- Network Building with different organisations
- Environmental management activities
How are we working?

Core Team
4 thematic Coordinator + 1 Nominated

Knowledge Management
1 thematic Leader

WASH, GW

Urban Issue

Climate Change

Communication Group
1 Thematic Leader

Radio

Newsletter

Learning Series
Blue School
Non-Science

Programs
1 thematic leader

Community program
Youth Progra

Networking
1 thematic leader

Fundraising
Academics to practice (CSE Training)

- CSE training on Sustainable Water Mgt was hands on experience
- Learnt to prepare the rainwater plan and designing the system (Prabhat School)
- E-outreach training was enlightening in social media use and using the techniques to develop the campaign
NYG on the move

- Poster and speech competition in Prabhat school
- RWHS orientation and poster competition in SchEMS
- Mass awareness training to the community and school children
- Mobile poster exhibition on RWH practices
Speech and Art competition
Way forward with CSE

- Establishment of Rain Information Center targeting to the young students
- Exposure and skill training to the youth
- Blog and social media platforms to engage youth in sustainable water management behavior campaign